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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
J FRANK ALLARD, OF BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO UNDERWOOD TYPE 

WRITER COMPANY, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., A CORPORATION OF DELAWARE. 

TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. 

1,169,739. 
Application filed April 12, 1913. 

To all thom it may con?en: 
l3e it known that I, J. FRANK ALLARD, a 

citizen of the United States, residing in 
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State 
of New York. have inventel certain new 
and useful Improvements in Type-Writing 
Machines, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
This invention relates prinarily to type 

writing in: clines constructed to write in 
ling it ages such as Korean, Chinese. Jap 
anese, etc., in which independently printed 
characters are grotted sicle by side and (ne 
a love another, for the purpose of making 

I its or logograms. 
The machine shown in the drawings is 

constricted to write Korean language; but 
certain features of the invention can be used 
in writing other agglutinate languages. A 
Korean line of writing extends from top to 
bottom of the page: and it is one of the ol)- 
jects of the present invention to write such 
language without the necessity of a compli 
'ated mechanism, and particularly to adapt 
a machine of ordinary construction to write 
sich language. 

In writing Rorean according to the pres 
ent invention, the work-sheet is placed in a 
typewriting machine side first, with its top 
edge at the left, and its hottom edge at the 
right. The character's are placed (in lent 
or crosswise upon the type-bar's with the 
tops of the character's at the left, so that the 
in ressions made thereby upon the work 
sheet are in cumbent positions. The paper 
carriage lay be cased to have step-by-step 

letter-fee (ig in veiner its fro) light to 
! a when a line of writing is co 
if : . . . tie sheet may be removed, and may 

lit. : :"lies : " , ; ; ; ; ; and read from top to bot 
tin in the : it is 'stonary with the Ko 
real nation. Wihile the paper is in the ma 
chine, it may be line-spaced by advancing 
the laten in the nanner usal in writing 
Fnglish on typewriting machines, and hence 
several lines may be written on the sheet, 
all of which will appear in proper sequence 
fron right to left. When the work-sheet is 
removed and turned around so as to read the 
writing from top lo bottom. 

l also aim to overcome the difficulty en 
countered in constructing a machine to 
carry out the above method of operation, 
which is occasioned by the necessity of 
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grouping several Korean or other agglutinate 55 
characters or syllables or sections together: 
the difficulty occurring because of the neces 
sity of having the types placed sidewise on 
the bars, and yet occupying but little room 
in the type basket. 

In writing Korean down a page, char 
acters are grouped one under another, as 
many as four characters, syllables or sec 
tions sometimes being placed one under an 
other in a single complete grouping or logo. 65 
gram. Now when the work-sheet is turned 
(tarter-way around, so as to write the line 
in the manner above specified, it follows 
that (wing to the necessity of providing 
sectional (ir syllabic types that will print 70 
in the required different positions in the 
several groups, the types must be of undue 
width, that is, of a width inconsistent with 
the necessary close arrangement of the types 
in the type basket. Sometimes the several 75 
syllabic characters or sections when grouped 
together on a printed sheet, form a single 
grouping or logogram which may be twice 
as high as it is wide. Hence in the type 
basket, the several types by which said logo- 80 
gram may be printed in cumbent position, 
would be so disposed that they would take 
up twice the ordinary lateral room in the 
type basket: since each character would need 
to be so placed on the type bar, that it 
would strike the platen in the proper rela 
tionship to other character's; that is, at one 
side thereof. Some of the types would have 
to be double or even (a drille width, which 
world be impracticalle, for else the sizes of 
all the clai'acters would have to be reduced 
to an extent to be prohibitive. Anothel diffi 
culty that presents itself is the apparent 
necessity for making very many duplicate 
characters, since in some cases a consonant 
oi' section must be printed in three, or per 
its n (re, different positions upon the 

\', 'k-sheet. in combination with other char 
a let's, this making it necessary to provide 
three or more type-bars for each of such 
characters. In overconing these difficulties, 
I have arranged to make the principal con 
Sonants, syllables, sections or characters of 
a size nearly equal to the letter-feeding 
Inovement of the carriage; and in writing 
each Korean complete grouping or logo 
gram, I first print the character or char 
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logogram, then space the carriage. and then 
print the character or characters forming 
the second part of the salne logogram or 
grouping. This every character in each 
grouping may have ample room, and may 
be of substantial dimensions, without the 
necessity of having extra wide twpes for this 
purpose. None of the types need to be of 
excessive width, and hence there is ample 
room in the type asket for them all. More 
over, the necessity of having the same char'- 
acter in different positions upon different 
type-bars is largely avoided. 

In ordet to avoid errors through uninten 
tional superposition of consonants upon con 
sonants, or other objectionable results, the 
operator needs only to remember to operate 
the carriage-spacing key after each vowel is 
written, whether the vowel be single or 
double. The carriage is not caused to feed 
by the operation of the character type keys, 
but the carriage feeding mechanism is al 
ways silent, and it will feed only when a 
space-key is operated. In using my machine, 
therefore, the operator will touch two or 
three keys forming the first syllable or part 
of a group, the last of these keys being a 
vowel; and will immediately touch a space 
key and thus space the carriage, and will 
proceed to complete the group. If the word 
or logogram is long, the operator will again 
touch a space-key and add another group, 
and so on. After the completion of the 
word or logogram, the carriage is spaced to 
produce the necessary bank interval between 
the words. The types constitute sections of 
the syllable or of the final complete charac 
ter or logogram, and these types or sections 
are mounted to strike at the Sanhe plinting 
point, so that their in prints would be super. 
posed, but by , 'ins of said space-key a rela 
tive movement is effected between the work 
sheet and the types, to enais the type sec 
tions to combine their imprints to build up 
the required iogogram or u ultiple - space 
character. 
Another feature of the invention relates to 

equipping the same machine for writing in 
another language at will, as for instance, 
English or French. 
Still other features and ad a tages will also hereinafter appear. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 

shows the Korean consonants and vowels by 
means , f which the written logograms, units, 
or groupings of the ivorea i language are 
hit is: the vowels being geni rally placed 

i: ; it one side of the consonants, as 
it strated at Fig. 2. Fig. also she's S scie 
special charactic's set it writing Korean. 

ig. 2 shows a work-sheet on which are writ 
ten solie Korean logograms; each line of 
writin reading from top to bottom, and the 
lines -eing.placed one at the side of another. 
Between the lines of writing appears a series 
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of dashes, which are used herein diagram 
matically to indicate the letter-feeding move 
ments of the paper carriage, or in of the 
words, to show the sub-divisions of the line 
of writing : from which it will be noticed 
that each of the consonants takes it) about 
an entire sub-division or letter-space. Fig. 3 
is a sectional side elevation, taken about - 
trally from front to rear of a typewriting 
machine of the Underwood style a lid con 
structed in accordance with the present iii 
provements. Fig. 4 is a plan of the key 
board. Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic plan of the 
types, nearly as they appear in the type 
basket. Fig. 6 is a perspective front view 
of the principal parts of the key-operated 
mechanism, showing clearly the devices for 
silencing the letter-feeding mechanism. Fig. 
7 is a front view of the letter-feeding or 
escapement dog rocker, showing f 
tions of the parts when Englis ..., being 
written on the typewriter. Fig. 8 is a per 
spective rear view of the parts seen at Fig. 7. 
Fig. 9 is a front view similar to Fig. 7, but 
showing the normal positions of the parts 
for writing Korean. Fig. 10 is a sectional 
side elevation to illustrate the movement of 
the universal bar when the letter-feeding 
mechanism is silenced by reason of the op 
eration of one of the special all-IXorean keys 
When the case-shift mechanism has been 
shifted to upper-case or abnormal position. 
Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig. 3, but show 
ing the mechanism positioned to write Eng lish words. 
The Korean types 10 are connected to fig 

ure keys 11, to strike a platen 12. In many 
respects the machine illustrated in the draw 
ings resembles the well-known Underwood 
front-strike writing machine, the types being 
mounted upon bars 13 which are pivoted 
upon a curved fulcrum wire 14 to strike 
rearwardly through a ribbon against the 
front side of said platen 12, the ribbon being 
mounted upon the usual vibrator 15, which 
at every key stroke lifts the ribbon to cover 
the printing point and then drops it to in 

si 

, 

cover the printing plant. The type-bar's are 
driven by bell cranks 16, which have in 
and-slot connections at 17 to lever's 1S carry 
ing said keys 11, the level's being fuller inted 
at their rear ends upon a rod 19 and having 
returning springs 20, and being connecte 
between their ends to said bell cranks (3. 
The work-sheet 21 is seen at Fig. 3 as having 
been placed around the platen, and a Korean 
type is sein as striki11g the same. 
The ivorean type characters 10 are placed 

Crosswise of the type bars 13, so that the 
type impressions upon the work-sheet 21 will 
appear cumbent. Said work-sheet having 
been inserted sidewise into the machine, as 
will be explained, the impressions will there. 
fore appear in proper position one under 
another when the sheet is taken out and 
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turned around so as to bring its top into 
proper position to be viewed by the reader. 
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Fig. 5 shows a diagrammatic plan or pro 
jection of the types as they appear in the 
type basket, the types being in the form of 
raised reverse character's, as shown. The in 
pressions made by the types are seen at IFig. 
1, in which figture the consonants are shown 
separately from the vowels and from the 
special or arbitrary characters. At Fig. 2 
are seen two lines of writing upon the work 
sheet 21, the right-hand edge of which, it 
will be understood, is introduced first into 
the typewriting machine, the letter's being 
written from top to bottom of the sheet, but 
appearing while in the machine to be written 
fron) left to right. 
As will be apparent from an inspection of 

Figs. and 5, the consonants usually occupy 
the entire width of their types, and hence 
occupy approximately an entire sub-division 
of the printing space on the work-sheet. It 
will be noticed at Fig. 1 that some of the 
consonants are duplicated; certain of them 
being degressed, to permit the writing of 
horizontal vowel marks thereover. These 
vowel marks are properly located on their 
type blocks for this purpose, as seen at Fig. 
5. The vertical vowel marks may be writ 
ten at the right of the seven'ai consonants 
seen at Fig. 1. 
None of the character keys 11 will effect 

a letter-spacing movement of the carriage 22 
on which the platen 12 is carried: but after 
a consonant has been written and its vowel 
then added thereto, the operator depresses a 
space key 23, which feeds the carriage 22 
one slace. It will be noticed that the car 
riage has the usual rack 24 to mesh with a 
pinion 25, which is connected to an escape 
ment wheel 26, and that feeding digs 27, 2S 
control the novements of said escaleinent 
wheel. These dogs are mounted on a rocker 
29, from which depends an ari 3(), it posi 
tion to be engaged by a space-key ai'in 31. 
The space-key 23 is mounted on arms 3:2. 
which extend forwardly from a rock shaft 
33, and said ari 31 extends back from this 
shaft. The letter-feeding movement of the 
arriage produced by depressing said key 
23, is therefore accomplished in the nanner 
usual in typewriting machines: the aim 31 
swinging up and the rocker 29 being swung 
to carry the dog 2S into and the dor 2 out 
of engagement with the wheel 26; and : 
spring 34 returning the parts to normal 
positions upon the release of the key 23. 
thereby permitting the wheel 26 to escape 
one tooth and the carriage 22 to feed one 
space. Having therefore written a conso 
nant with its accompanying vowel to make 
a syllable, and then depressed the space key 
23 to feed the paper along. the operator 
proceeds to write the succeeding consonant 
and its accompanying vowel, to make an 

3. 

other syllable. If it is the end of a word, 
the operator may depress the space-key 23 
twice, so as to produce the space between 
words. If, however, the word is yet incoln 
plete, the operator presses the key 2:3 only 
once, and thei) proceeds to Write another 
consonant with its acci n) anying vowel or 
vowels. to for the remainder of the logo 
gru or grouping several examples of 
which are seen at Fig. 2. It will be seen - - - 

that the characters are sufficiently large to 
be legille without making the types undly 
wide; and in sing the I) 1: cline in this way 
it is only necessary for the operator' to re 
mene' to press the space-ka v 2:3 after 
every single (ir double vowel. The type sec 
tions all strike at the same printing point. 
and unless the paper were stepped along 
they could not combine to print : complete 
logogral or word. But said space-kew. 
nioves the paper just far eno tigh to enable 
the type in 'ints to comline to form a sin 
gle liltiple-space logog'an. By making 
the type-sections strike at a single printing 
cente', coinactness of the arrangement of 
the types in the machine is sect re. More 
over, it becomes practicable to conline the 
English or other Phenician alphabet types 
with the agglutinate type-sections. 
There should a pear a sight clear space 

between the still-groups forming the main 
riotings or logograms; and in order to 
provide for this clearance, I form the types 
on a smaller pitch than would naturally 
conform to the letter-spacing movements of 
the carriage. Preferably the types are 
male of a suitable size for Writing nine 
characters to the inch, while the carriage is 
arranged to travel one-eighth of an inch at 
each novel ent: whereby the desired clear 
ance between the stib-groupings is secured. 
The ribbon carrier 15, as usual in the 

l inderwood machine, is caused to rise at the 
type strokes to cover the rinting point with 
the ribbon. The type-bar's have heels 35 
whicl press rearward v a universal bar 36. 
which is formed on the forward end of a 
frate 37. Rising fron said iniversal bar 
is a late 38, having a slot 39, in which is 
confined a in 40 on a lever 41, which is con 
nected at 42 to the lower end of the ribbon 
carrier 15: said lever being pivoted at +3 
pon a bricket 44. This universal bar 
frame 37, it will be remelbered. does not 
perfor its usual finction of operating the 
feed dogs 27 and 2s when Korean characters 
are being printed, bit operates only to raise 
and lower the ink ribbon: the usual spring 
45 being provided for returning the uni 
versal bar franc forwardly to normal posi 
tion. 
One of the features of invention disclosed 

in the drawings relates to sing the same 
typewriting machine for writing in either of 
two languages at will. It will be seen at 
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ig. 5 that each type block carries Fnglish 
retters 46 placed longitudinally of the type 

i): 's in the usual manner. so that the letters 
will appear in their natural upright posi 
ions on the paper in the machine; whereby 
he machine is adapted to print English as 

well as Korean ; although not limited to 
these languages. Any language using the 
Roman alphabet, or . . . " derivative of the 
i’henician alphabe old be written, as 
well as Korean or other language using c(n)- 
posite or agglutinate character's built up by 
printing several character types one after 
another in various positions or groupings 
before feeding the work-sheet, particularly 
where the lines of writing real up and down 
the lage. - 
The Roman characters are shown placed 

at the extreme tips of the type-bars, and 
the case-shift mechanism usual in the UIl 
derwood machine is brought into requisi 
tion to enable the Roman characters to be 
written. Either of two shift keys 47, 48. 
may be used for this purpose; preferably 
the key 48, because it is provided with a . 
latch 49 (Fig. 11) to catch over a pin 50 
on the shift key lever 51, to hold the same 
down and leave both hands of the operator 
free for manipulating the type keys: the 
latch being releasable by a handle 52. Each 
of the shift evers 51, 53 has at its rear end 
an upstanding arm. These arms, desig 
nated as 54, 55, engage bell clank al'ms 56, 
57 on a platen-shifting frame, which is 
hinged at 58 to the main framework 59 of 
the typewriter. These bell cranks coin 
rise arms 60 which are joined at their for 

ward ends by a shift rail (31. The platen 12 
is mounted in a platen frame 62, which is 
connected by rock arms (33 to the main car 
riage 22, said rock arms extending for 
wardly from a rock shaft (64 in the usual 
manner; whereby the platen may shift up 
and down, but is connelled to travel with 
the carriage. The platen frame has a roll 64 
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and so there is connected to the case-shift 
mechanism a shiftable device which, when 
the parts are in the shifted Fig. 11 position, 
alises the universal bar frame 37 to oper 
ate the carriage-feeding dogs 27, 28. Said 
shiftable device is in the nature of an in 
terponent 65 (Figs. to 10), which is de 
pressed or silenced at Fig. 3 while Korean 
is being written, but which is shifted by 
either shift key 47 or 48 up to effective posi 
tion (Figs. 7 and 11). At Fig. 11 it will be 
seen that said interponent is engageable by 
the rear edge of the universal frame 37 to 
transmit the movement of the latter to the 
dog rocker, so that the dogs are caused to 
reciprocate at every type-key stroke, so that 
the carriage 22 may feed after each type is 
printed. This interponent is fixed upon a 
slide 66, which can be shifted up and down 
on the front side of the dog rocker 2); said 
slide having a slot 67 by which it is guided 
on suitable brackets 68 fixed on the dog 
rocker. A spring 69 tends constantly to lift 
the interponent to the effective position at 
Figs. 7 and 11; and an arm 70, which pro 
jects rearwardly from a rock shaft 7 f, is 
provided with a lip 72 to engage a lug 73 
projecting from the interponent slide 66, 
to depress the same: the position of the rock 
shaft 71 being controlled by the platen shift 
ail 61 to which is fixed a depending arm 
l, which has a slotted portion 75 to engage 

and depress an arm 76 fixed on said rock 
shaft 1. This arm 74, 75 is shown at Fig. 
6 as holding down the arm 6: the parts be. 
ing in position for writing Korean, and the 
interponent 65 being dropped out of the 
path of the universal bar 37. 
When the shift rail 61 rises, counter 

Weights 77 on arms 70 and 76 tend to cause 
said arms to rise; and this motion is as 
sisted by the spring 69 which elevates the 
interponent 65 to the Fig. 7 position, so 
that the carriage may feed automatically 
While English, Roman, Greek or other suit 

to run upon said rail (1; and when the rail able letters are being written: this of course 
is lifted the platen and frame are thrown making no difference in the operation of the 
up to the Fig. 11 position, to enable the space-key 28, which is now used only for 
liper-case or English characters to print: the purpose of making spaces between 
the principal Korean characters not being yords in the usual manner in writing Eng 
able to strike the platen at this time. The lish. 
arm 44, which carries the ribbon-vibrating Special Korean character keys 78, 79 and 
lever 41, is fixed to said shift rail (31 to shift S0 fail to feed the carriage, not only when 
up and down there with: the bodily shift - the platen 12 is down as at Fig. 3, but also 
iig movement of the lever 41 being per- when it is elevated as at Fig. 11; because 
mitted by the length of the slot 39 in which the upper-case as well as the lower-case 
the pin 40 works. Hence the ribbon via character's on these keys are Korean, and it 
brates to cover and uncover the printing is therefore desired that the carriage should 
point when the English alphabet is being not feed at all when either upper or lower 
used, as well as when the Korean characters case characters are being written thereby. 
are being used. - In order to provide that these special keys 
When writing English, it is desirable that shall not feed the carriage when writing 

the carriage 22 should make its letter-feed- upper-case characters, each of the keys is, 
ing movements automatically, as usual, at 79 and 80 is provided with a silencing 
the depressions of the various type keys; mechanism, which may comprise a link 81 
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connected at its lower end to the correspond 
ing key ever, and its upper end having a 
slot 52 to engage a pin S3 provided upon an 
arm Sextending rearwardly from the rock 
shaft 71. When the machine is in lower 
case or Korean-Writing position. these slot 
ted links S2 ride idly up and down on the 
pins 8:8; but upon the parts being shifted to 
he upper-case position, the three arms S4 
rock up to the Fig. 1 position, so that the 
pins S3 shift up to the top of the slots 82. 
This having been doite, it follows that when 
ever any of the three type keys is, ;), S() is 
depressed its associated link S1 is pulled 
down, and thus rocks down the arm S4 and 
rock shaft 1 to which it is fixed, and causes 
arm () or said shaft to bear down lig 73, 
and thereby pill down the slide (36 and its 
interponent (35. This occurs before the heel 
35 of the type-bar strikes the universal bar 
36. When the universal bar is finally struck 
and moves backward, the interponent (35 is 
held depressed by the link St as aforesaid, 
and helice no motion is transmitted from the 
universal bar to the dog rocker 29 and the 
carriage fails to feed. This permits the use 
of extra kev's which are not necessary for 
Writing English. Since each of these extra 
keys has two Korean characters thereon. it 
wilt be understood that very few of such 
ext 'a keys will stifice, so that the keyboard 
will not be undly enlarged, or in other 
words, the keys are brought within the 
limits of an o'clinary typewriting machine, 
so that very little change needs to be made 
in the machine in order to adapt it for writ 
ing either Korean or English at will. The 
types which are connected to keys S. 79, 
80 are marked S5, S6, S7 at Fig. 5. 

it will be seen by comparing the keys and 
the types at Figs. 4 and 5, that there are 
upon the upper case-shift several punctua 
tion marks, and figures and a few charact 
ters for English writing; and it will be 
understood that all of these will i feed the 
carriage attomatically. It will be also ob 
served tirut the Korean 'haracter's ult in the 
keys real naturally, that is, they are still 1 - 
ing up in their feet, and it fear the sale on 
the keys as they do in the vertical life of 
Kore'i writing, whereas on the types the 
character's are it: 'i'i in ('til ent Jositions 
of crosswise on the types: ' ill other Worls, 
the Korean type positions at Fig. 5 are at 
right angles to the figure, at Fig. 1, for lea 
sons already explaired. 

Front the foregoing it will be seen that 
the same inachine is a tel)ted oth for writ 
ing Korean character's low in a age and for 
witing English character's across a page. 
aid the cost of prolling the Ina 'hine is 
or iy a trifle greater than the cost of Iro 
dicing a 'chine for Writing Korea or 
only English. - 
The arrangement of the Korea il types to 

s 

print at a common center in such a way 
that the carriage may be spaced during the 
Writing of a multiple-space Korean unit or 
sub-grouping (including several consonants 
and vowels) not only permits the use of 
large types without unduly increasing the 
Width of the types, but also enables the num 
let' of types to be kept at such a minimum 
that the same typewriting machine may 
have capacity for a set of additional types, 
such as English or the like; and these Eng 
lish or other types may be placed upon the 
same type-bars or blocks as the Korean, and 
a case-shift mechanism may be used to print 
either one language or the other as required. 
The English types are shown as comprising 
an alphabet of capital letters, and these cor 
respond to the capital shift types of an ordi 
nary typewriting machine. 
At Figs, 3 and 4 there is shown a key 88, 

which is depressed as soon as the last logo 
gain or sub-grouping is written in Korean. 
the operation of this key causes the carriage 
t(; nake two letter-feeding movements. Thus 
the carriage is fed not only for the last 
logogram or unit, but also for the space be 
tween the words. I stially when writing the 
last vowel in each sub-grouping or unit, the 
ordinary space-key 23 is depressed simul 
taneously with the type key; but when writ 
ing the very last character in a unit or 
groliping, the key 88 is depressed simul 
taneously with the type key. Suitable 
mechanism may be connected to the key 88 to 
enable it to produce two letter-feeding move 
ments, or double feed of the paper carriage 
22. There is illustrated herein one form of 
slich mechanish, but any other form may be 
used. In the form illustrated, the carriage 
Inay make a complete feeding movement at 
the down stroke of the key S.S. and may 
also nake an additional complete feeding 
movement at the return stroke of sail key 
S. this making two movements of the car 
riage for every complete operation of said 
key S. The last-mentioned key is mounted 
lot a lever S. filcried at 9?) on the 
framework, and having a rearwardly exteid 
iig at in 1, which carries a pin '2 to engage 
a slot 93 in an arm 94, which projects fron 
all i'izontal rock shift 9.5 extending across 
the in a chine. Rising from this rock shaft is 
an a '11196, having a 'a ) to engire a in 
's projecting ''): the lower end of the dog 
rocker ari 3). pon depression of the key 
SS, the arn $1 rises and carries up the arm 
94, thereby rocking the shaft 95 and swing 
ing the ai'in 't: forwardly, so that the cam 
97 there n may force up the pin 98 and pass 
creath the same and clear thereof, as seen 

in lotted lities at Fig. 3. When the apex or 
joint of the 'ali) is assing under the pin 98, 
the ('s rocke: t: , Hietes one movement; and 
after the for Wii 'ily swinging can passes 
the lili, the 1stial spring 34 (Fig. 8) returns 
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the dog rocker and the carriage 22 feeds 
along, while the key SS is held down by the 
operator. Upon releasing said key, a strong 
spring 99 returns the same and forces the 
an arm 96 rear Wardly; a second can 1 ()() 
there on now engages the same pin 9S and 
again forces the same upwardly, to repeat 
the novement of the dog rocker 29. the lat 
ter completing its new initial stroke as the 
joint of the cam passes rearwardly intler 
the pin 9S. The rocker 29 then makes its 
return stroke as the can arm 96 completes 
its backward movement to normal position. 

Variations may be resorted to within the 
scope of the invention, and portions of the 
improvements may be used without others. 

Having thus described my invention I 
claim: 

1. A typewriter for the Korean or anal 
ogous language, comprising consonant and 
Vowel types all mounted crosswise so as to 
nake the written character's appear in cum 
bent positions, a carriage, letter-feeding 
mechanism silent during the writing of the 
consonants and accompanying vowels; each 
of said consonants occupying about an en 
tire letter-feeding space or subdivision of 
the writing line, and the consonant types 
not inted to strike all in the same place, so 
that their in pressions would be superposed; 
and a key for feeding the carriage a letter 
space at a time, whereby after Writing a 
consonant and its accompanying single or 
double vowel, said space-key may be oper 
a tec to re-position the carriage to enable the 
w iting of the same logogram or grouping 
to be completed. 

2. A typewriter for the Korean or anal 
ogous language, comprising consonant and 
vowel types all mounted crosswise so as to 
make the written character's appear in clim 
lent positions, a carriage, letter-feeding 
mechanism silent during the Witing of the 
consonants and accompanying vowels; each 
of saic consonants occupying about an en 
vtire letter-feeting space or subdivision of 
the writing line, and the consonant types 
noted to strike all in the same place, so 
that their in pressions woull be superposed, 
a key for feeding the carriage a letter-space 
at a tie, wherely after writing a consonant 
at its a 'collanying sing or lotille 
vowel, said space-key may be operated to re 
osition the carriage to enable the Writing 

(if the same logogram or grouping to be 
coilete, and a second key for feeding the 
carriage two spaces at each operation of 
saic second keV. 

3. A type writer for the Korean or anal 
or is language, comprising conson it at (l 
vowel types, all not intel crosswise, on the 
type-lai's so as to make the written chai' ('- 
te's appe: ' in 'tinent positions, keys to 
operate the type-bars, a ribbon-vibrating 
mechanish operated by said keys at every 
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type stroke, a carriage, letter-feeding mech 
anism silent (li:ing the wiriting of the con 
sonants and accoli:invig wels each of 
said consonat its (ccupying a lot all entire 
letter-feeding space or subtivision of the 
writing line. and the consonan pes alount 
ed to strike all in the same place, so that 
their impressions Wolt! t e Superposed, and 
a key for feeding the carriage a letter-space 
at a time. 

4. A typewriter for the Korean or analo 
gous language, comprising consonants and 
vowel types, all mounted crosswise on the 
type-bar's so as to make the written charac 
ter's appear in cumbent positions, keys to 
operate the type-bars, a ribbon - vibrating 
mechanism operated by said keys at every 
tyle strike, a carriage, letter-feeding mech 
anism silent during the writing of the con 
sonants and accompanying vowels; each of 
said consonants (ccupying about an entire 
letter-feeding space or sub-division of the 
writing line, and the consonant types mount 
ed to strike all in the same place, so that 
their impressions would be superposed, a 
key for feeding the carriage a letter-space 
at a time, and a second key for feeding the 
'arriage two spaces at each operation of 
said second keV. - 

5. A typewriting machine having a set of 
IVorean types and a set of English types, the 
Rorean types being set crosswise relatively 
to the English types. 

(5. A typewriting machine having a set of 
Korean types and a set of English types, the 
Sorean types being set crosswise relatively 
to the English types, keys for operating the 
types, and letter-feeding mechanism silenced 
when Ixorean types are being printed, but 
effective when English types are being 
printed. 

7. A typewriting machine having a set of 
Korean types and a set of English types, the 
lvorean types being set crosswise relatively 
to the English types, keys for operating the 
types, letter-feeding mechanism 
effective when English types are being print 
ed., and a ribbon-vibrating mechanism oper 
ative when either English or Ixorean types 
are being printed. 

S. A typewriting machine having a set of 
Korean types and a set of English types, the 
Korean types being set crosswise relatively 
to the English types, keys for operating the 
types, letter-feeding mechanism silenced 
when Ixorean types are being printed, but 
effective when English types are being 

inted, and a ribbon-vibrating mechanism 
(erative when either English or IKorean 
tives are being printed; said machine in 
'it (ling a key for effecting letter-spacing 
ovements indepen(lentlv of the type keys. 
9. A typewriting machine having a set of 

Ixorean types and a set of English types, the 

silenced 
when Rorean types are being printed, but 
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Korean types being set crosswise relatively 
to the English types, keys for operating the 
tyies, letter-feeling lechanism silence 
when Korean types are being printed, but 
effective when English types are being 
printed, a ribbon-virating mechanism op 
erative when either English or Korean types 
are being printed: said machine including 
a key for effecting letter-spacing movements 
indepentently of the type keys, and a key 
for effectiig two letter-spacing ovements 
at each operati thereof. 

1(). \, typewriting a 'bine having a case 
shift ne' islan, key-t'ontrolled types con 
stricted to write in one language at one po 
sition of the case-shift lechanism and in a 
different language at another position of the 
lase-shift mechanism, and letter-feeding 
mechanism olerable y the keys only when 
writing one of said languages and not the 
other. 

li. A typewriting macline having a case 
shift mechanism all also having type-oper 
ating (r controlling keys, a letter-feeding 
mechanism, a universal bar operable by the 
keys, an interponent normally between said 
bar and said letter-feeding mechanism at 
one position f said case-shift mechanistn, 
and a connection from the case-shift necha 
nism whereby the interponent is ineffective 
at another position of said case-shift necha 
nisin. 

12. A typewriting machine rovided with 
key-operated types so arranged with refer 
ence to the printing point, that cons ('nant 
and vowel types will strike one by the side 
of another in the same subdivision of the 
writing line, and having a letter-feeding 
mechanism in operable by the keys when op 
erating said types wherely groupings or 
sib-groupings inay be effected or logograms 
written by said types, a key fei' operating 
said letter-feeding mechanism, a set of types 
to write a different language, and means 
effective when the last-mentioned types are 
being used. for operating the letter-feeding 
anechanism at every type stroke. 

13. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanisii, a group of type-bar's car 
rying Korean types for printing at one po 
sition of the case-shift mechanism and Fing 
lish or Roman. alphabet types for printing 
at another position of the case-shift mecha 
nisin; each type-bar carrying a Sorean type 
and a Roman type, the Roilan type being 
set in natural position, and the Korean 
type being set crosswise thereto or in clim 
beat position. 

4. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanism, a group of type-bars car 
rying Sorean types for printing at one 
position of the case-shift mechanism and 
English or Rollian alphabet types for print: 
ing at another position of the case-shift, 
mechanism, each type-bar carrying a So 

7 

lean type and a Roman type, the Roman 
type being set in natural position, and the 
Korean type being set crosswise thereto or 
in climbent position, and keys connected to 
said type-bars and bearing both English and 
R(rean characters. 

15. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanism, a group of type-bars car 
trying Korean types for printing at one 
position of the case-shift mechanism and 
English or Roman alphabet types for prijat 
ing at another position of the case-shift 
niecialism, each type-bar carrying a Ko 
real type and a Roman type, the Roman 
type being set in natural position, and the 
Korean type being set crosswise thereto or 
in came it position, and keys connected to 
said type-bars and bearing both English and 
lorean characters: the Korean characters 
being slown on said keys in their upright 
or natural positions. 

16. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanism, a group of type-bars car 
rying Korean types for printing at one 
position of the case-shift mechanism and 
English or Roman alphabet types for rint 
ing at another position of the case-shift 
mechanism, each type-bar carrying a Ko 
rean type and a Roman type, the Roman 
type being set in natural position, and the 
Korean type being set crosswise thereto or 
in can bent position, keys connected to said 
type-bars and learing both English and Ko 
rean characters, the Kore: in character's, be 
ing shown on said keys in their pright or 
natural positions, and letter-feeding mecha 
nisia effective in that position of the case 
shift mechanism in which the tonnai alpha 
bet is printed, but ineffective in the case 
shift position when the Korean types are 
printed. 

17. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanism and provided with dif 
ferent sets of types for use in different 
positions of the case - shift mechai, in, 
the twpes in one set being arranged in nat 
tral positions, and thos: in the other set 
being crosswise thereto. wherely when us 
ing the first set the lines run across the page 
one line under another upon a work-sheet 
introduced head first into the at hite, and 
when sing the second set the lines in 
down the page by the side of one all other 
upon a work-sheet introduced side-foreliost 
into the machine. 

18. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanism and provided with diffe 
ent sets of types for use in different posi 
tions of the case-shift mechanism, the type's 
in one set being arranged in natural posi 
tions, and those in the other set being cross 
wise thereto, whereby when using the first 
set the lines run across the pag (one line 
inder another upon a work-sheet introduced 
head first into the machine, and when using 
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the second set the lines run down the page 
by the side of one another upon a work 
sheet introduced side-foremost into the ma 
chine, the types in the second set being 
'apable of writing in various positions rela 
tively to one another to make groupings or 
logograms; and automatic letter - feeling 
nechanism effective only when the types 
in the first set are being printed. 

19. A typewriting nachine having a case 
shift mechanism and provided with litter 
ent sets of types for use in clifferent posi 
tions of the case-shift mechanism. the types 
in one set being arranged in natiral osi 
tions, and those in the other set being cross 
wise thereto, whereby when using the first 
set the lines run across the page one line 
under another upon a work-sheet introduced 
head first into the machine, and when using 
the second set the lines run down the page 
by the side of one another upon a work-sheet 
introduced side-foremost into the machine, 
the types in the second set being capable of 
Writing in vario, is positions relatively to 
lie another to make groupings or logo 

grains, attoliatic lette'-feeding mechanism 
effective only when th; types in the first 
set are being printel. a letter-feeling space 
key. anti all additional space-key having 
means for producing a double letter-feed 
in no veinent. 

z'). A type writing achine having a sin 
gle set (if keys, a single set of type-lai's ('on 

(tel the 'eto, and two sets of types on saic 
lars: one set i.eing a Roman a labet with 
to types in natial positions and the other 
set being a IV (real or analogo is alphabet 
with the types set crosswise or in in lent 
positions up in the lars: each of said keys 
showing the characters (in the bar to which 
it is connected, and oth (la l'acter's on each 
key being in natural or iliiglit positions. 

21. In a type writing a line (') it rising 
; : s - sift it ('la is an ( : (-tt ('I'-fc (iii) 

(, ; is 11, the coil initti in with a rillon 
viliat (; r. of type-contriling ke's, a lar tini 
versal to saic key's operating sail virator', 
; : it rolent between sail lar all let 
t'. feeling lechanist connected to sail 
'ase-sli?t eclinish for rein (leting the let 
ter- feeling lechanisian elective at one posi 
tion inct ineffective at the other ( )sition of 
said case-shift ("chanisia). - 

22. A type writing machine comprising 
two sets of tyres and a case-shift mecha 
is : one of sail sets of types (') inst (tel 

an arrage to make groupings of clai'a('- 
te's or (gog'; it is, a effective when sail 
case-sli?t ('hillisi) is in one position. and 
tle otle of sail sets of typ's ('on prising 
sistantially the Ronal habet, an effe 
tive will the case-shift injeclaris) is in 
th. other position ; and a letter-feeding 

th; is : vig : sli tale art 'innet 
e to the case-shift nechanism to 'en cler the 

M 
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letter-feeding mechanism ineffective when 
the case-shift mechanism is in the first-men 
tioned position. 

23. The combination of a carriage, two 
sets of types, a case-shift mechanism, a let 
ter-feeling mechanism, a universal bar, all 
interponent to transmit movement between 
sail niversal fjar and said letter-feeding 
ille ('a list, and means connecting said in 
teronent to sail case-shift lechanism to 
with law the interponent when the case 
shift mechanism moves to one of its posi 
tions. 
- 24. The combination of a carriage, two 
sets (if types, a case-shift mechanism, a let 
ter-feeding mechanism, a niversal bar, an 
interponent to transit no veinent between 
sail Iniversal bar and said letter-feeding 
mechasis), means connecting said inter 
p(nent to said case-shift mechanism to with. 
(raw the interponent when the case-shift 
mechanism moves to one of its positions, and 
a ribb(iii-virating tec'la is connected to 
said universal lar to operate at both posi 
tions of the ('ase-shift mechanism. 

25. The combination of keys, including a 
special character key, types connected to 
saic keys, a platen, letter-feeding mecha 
Ilisi, case-shift nechanish, means connect 
ing said case-shift mechanism to said letter 
feeting mechanism to silence the lattel 
will in the case-shift inlechanism is in Cne of 
its positions, and means connected to said 
special character key for silencing said let 
ter-feeling mechanism at the operation of 
sail special ('hi racter key when the case 
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shift nechanism is in the other of its posi 
tions. 

26. The contination of a carriage, a case 
shift lechanism, a letter-feeding mecha 
nisi), a universal bar, an interponent to 
t' islit I) () \, ( ) "int between saic niversal 
bar all said letter- feeling mechanism, 
means "onnecting sail inter (nent to said 
'ase-shift acclais) to witl law the inter 
potent when the case-shift mechanis in 
loves to One of its positions, and types of 
one lang age effective at one in types of 
another largtage effective at another of the 
('ase-shift positions. 

27. The combination of a laten, letter 
feeting nechanisin, 'ase-shift techanism, a 
set of keys inclittling special keys, types ("on 
nected to sail keys all (1...} rising two sets, 
one of said sets of types constrict col to write 
the English ()' analog) is lang are an ef 
?ective at one position of the case-shift 
(cl: ) is : ) ( t lie () ('I' of sail sets of 

types' ('oistricted to write the Korean or 
al: logo, is language an il elective at the 
ther losition of said case-shift nechanism, 
means coinecting saic ('asc-shift mech:tilisi 
to sail letter-feeting eclinist to silence 
fic latter when the case-shift mechanisin is 
in one if its positions; each of Sail special 
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keys connected to types for writing Korean 
characters in both positions of the case-shift 
mechanism; and means connected to said 
special keys for silencing said letter-feed 
ing mechanism at the operation of said spe 
cial keys when the case-shift mechanism is 
in position for writing English. 

28. A typewriting machine having two 
sets of types, keys fo operating the types, 
letter-feeding mechanism silenced when one 
set of types is being printed, but effective 
when the other types are being printed, rib 
bon-vibrating mechanism effective when all 
the types are being printed, a single universal 
bar between all said keys and both mecha 
nisins, and an interponent connected to be 
made effective by one set of types only. 

29. A typewriting machine having a 
group of keys, two groups of types, both of 
which sets of types are operable by said 
keys, and letter-feeding mechanism silenced 
when any 'one of said keys is operated to 
print a type in one group but effective when 
the same key is operated to print a type in 
the other group. 

30. A typewriting machine having two 
sets of types, keys for operating the types, 
letter-feeding mechanism silenced when the 
types of one set are being printed, but ef 
fective when the other types are being print 
ed; said machine including a key for effect 
ing letter-spacing movements independently 
of the type keys, and a key for effecting two 
letter-spacing movements at each operation 
thereof. 
3. A typewriting machine having a case 

shift mechanism and having types for writ 
ing in one language at one position of the 
case-shift mechanism, and in a different lan 
guage at another position of the case-shift 
mechanism, keys for controlling said types, 
letter - feeding mechanism operable by the 
keys only when writing one of said lan 
guages and not the other, and a ribbon 
vibrating mechanism operable by the keys 
at all times. 

32. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanism and also having type-oper 
ating or controlling keys, and a letter-feed 
ing mechanism operable by the keys at one 
(siti in of said case-shift mechanism, but 

insperable by the same keys at and ther po 
sition of said 'ase-shift mechanism, a rib 
lon-vibrating mechanism, a single universal 
bar operable by all said keys and adapted 
to operate both the le'ter-feeding and rib 
hon - Vibrating mechanisms, said universal 
bar being arranged to cperate the ribbon 
vibrating mechanism at both positions of 
the ease-shift mechanism, and means con 
nected to said case-shift mechanism to deter 
mine when the letter-feeding mechanism 
shall be effective for operation by said uni 
versal har. 

33. A typewriting machine provided with 

9 

key-operated types so arranged with refer 
ence to the printing point, that consonant 
and vowel types will strike one by the side 
of another in the same subaivision of the 
writing line, and having a letter-feeding 70 
mechanism inoperable by the keys when op 
erating said tv pes whereby groupings or 
sub-groupings may be effected or logograms 
written by said types, a key for operating 
said letter-feeding mechanism, a set of types 
to write a different language, means effec 
tive when the last-mentioned types are being 
used, for operating the letter-feeding mecha 
nism at every type stroke, and a ribbon 
vibrating mechanism effective when either 
set of types is being used. ' 
3. A typewriting machine having a case 

shift mechanism, a group of type-bars car 
rying Korean types for printing at one po 
sition of the case-shift mechanism and Eng 
lish or Roman alphabet types for printing 
at another position of the case-shift mecha 
nism, each type-bar carrying a Korean and 
a Roman type, the Roman type being set in 
natural position, and the Korean type being 
Set crosswise thereto or in cumbent position, 
keys connected to said type-bars and bear 
ing both English and Korean characters, 
the Korean characters being shown on said 
keys in their upright or natural positions, 
letter-feeding mechanism effective in that 
position of the case-shift mechanism in 
which the Roman alphabet is printed but 
ineffective in the case-shift position when 
the Korean types are printed, and a rib 
bon - vibrating mechanism operable by the 
keys in both positions of the case - shift 
mechanism. 

35. A typewriting machine having a case 
shift mechanism and provided with differ 
ent sets of types for use in different posi. 
tions of the case-shift mechanism, the types 
in one Sct being arranged in natural posi 
tions, and those in the other set being cross 
wise thereto, whereby when using the first 
set the lines run across the page one line 
under another upon a work-sheet introduced 
head first into the machine, and when us 
ing the second set the lines run down the 
page by the side of one another upcn a 
Work - sheet introduced side - foremost into 
the machine, the types in the second set 
being capable of writing in various posi 
ti?ins relatively to one another to make 
groupings or logograms; automatic letter- 120 
feeding mechanism effective only when 
the types in the first set are being printed, 
and a ribbon-vibrating mechanism effective 
when either set of types is being used. 
36. A typewriting machine having a case 

shift mechanism and provided with differ 
ent sets of types for use in different posi 
tions of the case-shift mechanism, the types 
in one set being arranged in natural posi 
tions, and those in the other set being cross 
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wise thereto, wherely when sing the first 
sit fire lines in a cross the ). Ie ?ile line 
; : " at ther upon a work-sheet it'oduced 
h; a first it to the natine, and when using 
the setti set the lines run down the page 
by ti. ii., if one another upou a work-sheet 
introl site - forem (st into the achine, 
the ty. , the second set being capable of 
writing ... is rious positi is 'elatively to 

10 one aii lake it itings or logo 
grams. ::: ; ; ; ' lett - feeling mechanism 
effective oil; it'll tie types in the first set 
are being , a letter-feeding space 
key, an all it space-key having means 
for produci, ille letter-feeding move 
ment, and ; ' ' , :- il rating mechanism ef 
fective who i.ier set of types is being 
used. 

37. A ty sity it ig machine comprising a 
20 case-shift it isn, letter-feeding mecha 

nism, a ri: , ; ; ; ; rating mechanism, and a 
single lives: hai" for operating both the 
letter-feeling techanism and the ribbon 
vill, iris is canism: said ribbon-vibrating 

25 mechanis tiring effective for operation by 
s:, id liversal bar at both positions of the 
c}:se-shiti '': ; hism. and said letter-feed 
ing mech; is: including a shiftale men 
ber which is directly operable by said uni 

30 versal bar aid is conected to said case-shift 
mechanism is the endered effective for such 
oleration it (no position of the cise-shift 
mecha; ; , ; ; ; to re rei?lered ineffective at 
she oth ( ; ; ; ; ; , it in of saic case-shift in echa as nism. 

38. A : , ; writing achii" comprisi 1.g 
two sets: tyi i yies and a case-shift mecha 
is , ; ; ; ; ; ) said sets of types constructed 

al, is 'i'i: ; ; ; ) make groupings of char 
40 at , , , , ; ; ; gains, and effectivi when said 

(; ; c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . is is in one position, and 
tie of (; ; ; ; it sets of t we's 'omprising 

is , , : i\ } { i : ) : bhai et and cf 
it case shift herhanism is 

it ille ari connected to 
, is: arisis ti; it is ir the tet. 

i ; ; , his in it teeti, wher) the 
rast - sh; it aeriani: ) is i; }; fin"::i-int'}- 

5i, tioned positi i : and a iii o) - vil": ting 
mechanism effective at oth positions of the 
case-shift mechanism. 

3'i. he cri; in f; 
sits of ' 'ie. , a 
{{- " - ; ; ; ; ; ; 
: te' ini (; ; ; ; ; ; , , , , 

... lite-feedig 
tr Gait intelo 

s': try will 
in its rise-shift 

f is , 'sitios, aid 
it is is perated by 
if a carriage, two 

iii. nechanism, a let 33 

ter-feeling mechanism, a universal bar, it 
interiolet to transmit novel melt frol) sh: 
riversal bar" to said letter-feeding mecha 
is n. means connected to said case-shift 
echanism to 'ender the movemelit-trans 

mitting interponent ineffective when the 
ase-shift mechanism moves to one of its lo 

sitions, and a ribbon-vibrating mechains 
connected to said universal bar. 

1. The combination of keys, including a 
special character key, types coineteti to 
said keys, a laten, letter-feeding mecha. 
nism, case-shift mechanism, means conte?t 
iig sail case-shift mechanism to said iet 
ter-feeding mechanism to silence the latter 
wei) the case-shift nechanism is in tie of 
of its positions, means connected sail 
special character key for silencing sati let 
ter-feeding techanisni at the operation of 
saici special character key when the case 
shift mechanism is in the other of its o 
sitions, and a ribbon-vibrating mechanisin 
effective at all operations of all the type keys. 

42. The combination of a carriage. a 
case-shift mechanism, a letter-feeding mech 
anism, a universal bar, an interonent to 
transmit movement between said universal 
bar and said letter-feeding mechanisin, 
means connecting said interponent to said 
case-shift mechanism to withdraw the inter 
ponent when the case-shift mechanisa 
thoves to one of its positions, tyies of oie 
language effective at one and types of an 
other language effective at another of th: 
('ise-shift positions, and a ribbon-vibrating 
Ilie chanish effective at bot positions of tie 
case-shift mechanism. 

43. The combination of a laten, a liter. 
feeding mechanism, case-shift mechai is , : 
set of keys including special keys, types 
connected to said keys and comprising two 
sets, one of said sets of types constill it is t ( 
Write the English or analogous : sri 
aid effective at one position of the case. 
silif met hallis, and the oti or of said sets 
{f types ' stricted to write the Koi'e ( ; 
at a logous a giage and c fective at ti, 
the josition of said case-shift mechasis; , 

!: ea is 'in eiting said case-shift net his 
ti said letter-feeding nechanisii) to Siiece 
the lattei' ' 'sen the case-shift niechanism is 
in one of its positions; each of saici special 
isey's connected to tv pes for writing is are: 
ch: l'acter's in oth positions of tie : se, slii 
iii ch'i is in leans connected io said special 
ke's for silencing said letter... 'retir ine, i. 
inism at the operation of said special ike \'s 
when the case-shift mechasin is is losi. 
tion for writing English: and a ribin, , , . . i : *... 
litting in echanism effective at at . . . . . 
tio is of a of the twpe ke vs. 

44, it a typewriting machine, the oil 
iiitii with a traveling carriage, difier, 
sets of types, and a case-shift mechanisin 
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for determining which set of types shall be 
effective, of letter-feeding devices for said 
carriage, type:operating keys, a ribbon vi 
brator, a single universal bar for operating 
said ribbon vibrator and said letter-feeding 
devices, and means connected to said case 
shift mechanism for rendering the letter 
feeding devices effective for operation by 
said universal bar in one position of the case 
shift mechanism and ineffective for such op 
eration in the other position thereof. 

45. In a typewriting machine for writing 
a language of which the characters normally 
stand upright, the combination of a system 
of types mounted in cumbent positions to 
make cumbent impressions on the work 
sheet, a carriage, a rotatable platen thereol), 
a letter-feed device for causing said impres 
sions to succeed one another in cumbent po. 
sitions along said platen, so that the printed 
characters f their vertical axes parallel 
to the axis of the platen, and platen-rotat 
ing means for line-spacing the work-sheet 
across said vertical axes of said characters. 

46. In a typewriting machine for writing 
a language of which the characters stand 
upright, the combination of a series of types 
mounted in cumbent positions to make cum 
bent impressions on the work-sheet, keys for 
said types, a carriage, a rotatable platen 
thereon, a letter-feeding device for causing 
said type impressions to succeed one an 
other in cumbent positions along said platen 
so that the printed characters have their ver 
tical axes parallel to the axis of the platen, 
platen-rotating means for line-spacing a 
work-sheet across said vertical axes of said 
characters, and a separate set of types also 
operated by said keys adapted to print on 
said platen with their vertical axes trans 
verse to the letter-feeding devices and par 
allel to the line-spacing movement of the 
platen. 

47. In a typewriting machine for writing 
a language of which the characters normally 
stand upright, the combination of a system 
of types mounted in cumbent positions to 
make cumbent impressions on the work 
sheet, kev's for said types, a carriage, a ro 
tatable paten thereon, a letter-feeding de 
vice causing said impressions to succeed one 
another in climbent positions along said 
platen so that the printed characters have 
their vertical axes parallel to the axis of the 
platen, a separate set of types also operated 
bv said kev's adapted to print characters 
having their vertical axes transverse to the 
axis of the platen, a case-shift device, a let 
ter-feeding device for said second set of 
types, and means operated by said case-shift 
device for making said last-named letter 
feeding device effective. 

48. In a tv pewriting machine for writing 
a language of which the characters normally 
stand upright, the combination of a system 

ill 

of types mounted in cumbent positions to 
make cumbent impressions on the work 
sheet, keys for said types, a carriage, a ro 
tatalole platen thereon, a letter-feeding de 
Vice causing said in pressions to succeed one 
another in cumbent positions along said 
platen so that the printed character's have 
their vertical axes parallel to the axis of the 
platen, a separate set of types also operated 
by said keys adapted to print characters 
having their vertical axes transverse to the 
axis of the platen, a case-shift device, a let 
ter-feeding device for said second set of 
types, means operated by said case-shift de 
vice for making said last-named letter-feed 
ing device effective, platen-rotating means 
for line-spacing the work-sheet across said 
vertical axes of said characters, and a rib 
bon-vibrating device effective for both sets 
of types. 

49. The combination of an alphabet or 
system of type-writing types, a second sys 
tem of typewriting types, the types in one 
system being formed integral with the types 
in the other system, and the vertical axes of 
the types ill one system being at right angles 
to the corresponding axes of the types in the 
other system, and means for effecting letter 
feeding movements in a direction parallel 
with the axes of the types in one type sys 
ten and at right angles to the axes of the 
types in the other system. 

50. A typewriting nachine constructed to 
write a language in which the lines of writ 
ing run down the page, comprising an alpha 
bet of climbent types nounted to make cunn. 
bent ina) rints upon the sheet, means for pro 
ducing relative letter-feeding movements be 
tween the types and the page in the direc 
tion of the vertical axes of the cumbent 
types when in printing position, whereby 
the types may follow one under another, and 
means for effecting line-feeding movements 
in a direction at right angles to the direc 
tion of said axes. 

51. A typewriting machine constructed to 
write a language in which the lines of writ 
ing run down the page, comprising an al 
phabet of cumbent types mounted to make 
(timbent imprints upon the sheet, means for 
producing relative letter-feeding movements 
between the types and the page in the direc 
tion of the vertical axes of the cumbent 
types when in printing position, whereby 
the types may follow one under another, 
means for effecting line-feeding movements 
in a direction at right angles to the direc 
tion of said axes, and keys connected to said 
types, said keys bearing the characters in 
upright positions. 

52. In a typewriting machine for writing 
a foreign language, the combination of a set 
of type-sections of a single character, said 
sections mounted to strike at the same print 
ing point, whereby imprints of said sections 
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would be superposed, and mechanism for 
effecting relative movement between the 
work-sheet and types to the extent necessary 
to enable said sections to make their in 
prints in proper relative positions, to make, 
by their combination, a single character 
upon the work-sheet. 

53. In a type \\ iting nacline for writing 
a foreign language. the combination of a set 
{}f type-sections of a single character, said 
sections met inted to strike at the same print 
ing point, whereby in prints of said sections 
would le super losed, and mechanisin for 
eflecting relative novenient between the 
work-sheet and types to the extent necessary 
to enable said sections to make their im 
prints in proper relative positions, ) make. 
by their combination, a single character 
pon the work-sheet, said movement-effect ing mechanism being operable independ 

ently of said type-sections. 
54. In a typewriting machine for writing 

a foreign language employing characters, 
the combination with complete types, and 
sets of type-sections for writing different 
characters, said sections and said complete 
types mounted to strike in cumbent positions 
at the same printing point, whereby imprints 
of said sections would be superposed on the 
work-sheet, of mechanism for effecting rela 
tive movement between the work-sheet and 
the types in the direction of the vertical axes 
of the imprints, to the extent necessarv to 
enable said sections to make their imprints 
in proper relative nositions, to make. by 
their combinations, different cumbent chair 
acters on the work-sheet. 

55. In a typewriting machine for writing 
a foreign language enploving characters, 
the combination of a system of types includ 
ing different sets of tv pe-sections, for writ 
ing different characters, each set of tv pe 
sections coöperative to write a single clar 
acter. the sections in all the sets mounted to 
strike at the sale printing point, whereby 
the infrints of the sections in eaci set would 
ife made one upon another, and lechanism 
for effectino step-by-stel invenient between 
the work-sheet and the types, the extent of 
sich step-by-stel) move ent agreeing witli 
to relative disliac inent which it is neces 
Sarv to produce between the imprints of the 
sections in each set, in order to enable said 
in rints to combine to in alk a single multi 

le. sace, conlete character on the All 
sleet. 

56. In a tvoev'viting machine for writing 
a foreign lan: , ; ore el; blowing characters, 
the combination of a sv stem of t \ies inclit 
iing complete limits and also including diff. I'- 
(it sets of type-sections, for writing ill 
ent characters, each sat of type-sections c - 
operative to write a single character, the 
sictions in all the sets not in fed to strike at 
the same printing point, whereby the im 
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prints of the sections in each set would be 
made one upon another, and mechanism for 
effecting step-by-step movement between the 
work-sheet and the types in the direction 
of the vertical axes of the characters, to 
cause the imprints to follow one another 
down the page, the extent of such step-by 
step movement agreeing with the relative displacement which it is necessary to pro 
dive between the imprints of the sections in 
each set, in order to enable said imprints to 
combine to make a single multiple-space 
complete character on the work-sheet, such 
step-by-ste) movement being also sufficient 
in extent for the letter-spacing of each of 
said complete units. 

57. In a typewriting machine for writing 
a foreign language employing characters, 
the combination with means for holding a 
sheet introduced sidewise into the machine, 
of a system of cumbent types including dif 
ferent sets of type-sections for writing dif 
ferent characters in cumbent positions, each 
set of tv pe-sections coöperative to write a 
single character, the sections in all the sets 
mounted to strike at the same printing point, 
wherebv the imprints of the sections in each 
set would be made one upon another, mech 
anism for effecting step-by-step movement 
between the work-sheet and the twpes in the 
direction of the vertical axes of the cumbent 
tvipes when in printing position, to make a 
line of Writing extending down the page, the 
extent of such step-by-step movement agree 
ing with the relative displacement which it 
is necessary to produce between the imprints 
of the sections in each set, in order to enable 
shid imprints to combine to make a single 
character on the work-sheet, and means for 
line-feeding the sheet in a direction trans 
verse to said vertical axes. 

58. In a tv pewriting machine for writing 
foreign languages emploving a series of 
characters, the combination of tyines, in 
cluding a series of sets of twine-sections for 
making a series of different characters, the 
sections in each set capable of producing a 
single character, and said sections all mount 
(ed to strike at a common printing point, in 
le endently operable kev's for operating 
said tynes, and a key independent of said 
ley's ; it free of connection with any tve, 
for effecting relative movement between the 
\\ 'k-sheet and vies to the extent necessary 
t) enable the sections in the different sets to 
inike their successive in prints in proper 
I'elative positions, to make, b v their com 
initions, the desired characters upon the yv (rk-sheet. 
3:. A typewriting machine et structed to 

Write a node in language eliloving initary 
('fters derived from the in ticis) in it halvet, 
and also to write an agglut in:tive for ther 
language employing louilt-up characters, the 
types in One lar guage being formed integral 
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with the types in the other langllage, and the 
types for writing said characters comprising 
sets of tv pe-sections mounted to strike at the 
same printing point. 

60. A typewriting machine constructed to 
write a modern language employing unitary 
letters derived from the Phenician alphalet, 
and also to write an agglutinative or other 
language employing built-up characters, the 
types in one language being formed integral 
with the types in the other language, and the 
types for writing said character's comprising 
sets of type-sections mounted to strike at the 
same printing point; and means for effecting 
relative step-by-step movements between the 
work-sheet and the types, for letter-feeding 
when writing said modern language. 

61. A typewriting machine constructed to 
write a modern language employing unitary 
letters clerived from the Phenician alphabet. 
and also to write an agglutinative or other 
language employing built-up characters, the 
tyles in one language being formed integral 
with the types in the other language, and 
the types for Writing" said character's c(n)- 
prising sets of type-sections mounted to 
strike at the same printing point; means 
operable by the type kev's for effecting rela 
tive step-by-step movements between the 
work-sheet and the types, for letter-feeding 
when writing said (dern lang age, allel 
means for enabling said type-sections to 
make their imprints in proper' relative posi 
tions on the work-sheet, to nake, lov their 
clinations, the lesied complete charac 
te's on the Work-sheet. (32. A typewriting machine comprising 
types for a node 'a language en lying 
initary letter's derived from the I’henician 
alphabet, and also comprising tVDe-sections 
for an agglittinative or other language en 
loying it - characters. the types it (ne 

language leing for held integral With the 
tyle-sections in the other language, and the 
two-sections not lite to st like at the saille 
printing oil it. c vertical : \es of the types 
of ; it linicial laritage eig ('1' (ss. Wise 
of the corres (ting : Xi's (; the types in 
sail othel' : gli: ge. 

(5:3. A typewriting a chile ("ol stricte to 
write a note it it is age 'riving it: 'y 
lette's clerive rot the le: it it in a hallet. 
and also to write in a roll it is ti\'' () i' other 
language employing it it is character's, the 
t \ies in le langriage it it: flict it cri'a 
with the types in the otle' agilige. ; (I the 
tvipes for writing said ('): 'a tel's ('on Pising 
sets of tve-sections (litteel to strike at the same printing poist. life: Is perialile lly the 
typo keys for effecting relatively step-ly 
ste movements let we'll the \,' 'k-sleet and 
the types, for letter feeling when writing 
said toleri is rare. : ) ( ) (; t is fir en 
alling sii i t \le-sectic - to 1:ke their in 
prints in roller reli positions on the 

3 

work-sheet, to make, by their combinations, 
the desired complete characters upon the 
work-heet, the vertical axes of the types of 
said Phenician language being crosswise of 
the corresponding axes of the types in said 
other language. 

(54. A typewriting machine constructed to 
write a modern language employing unitary 
letters derived from the Phenician alphabet, 
and also to write an agglutinative or other 
language employing built-up characters, the 
types in one language being formed integral 
with the types in the other language, and 
the types for writing said character's coin 
prising sets of type-sections mounted to 
strike at the same printing point, keys for 
operating all of said types, and means oper 
able by the type-keys when writing said 
Phenician language to effect relative letter 
feeding movements between the work-sheet 
and the types. 

(55. A typewriting machine constructed to 
write a modern language employing unit: ry 
letters derived from the Phelician alphabet, 
and also to write an agglutinative or other 
language employing lilt-up characters, the 
types in one language being formed integral 
with the types in the other language, and the 
types for \'riting sail character's comprising 
sets of type-sections mounted to strike at 
the same printing point, meals for enabling 
sail type-sections to make their inprints in 
proper relative positions on the work-sheet, 
to make. by their combinations, the desired 
complete character's pon the work-sheet, the 
vertical axes of the types of said Phenician 
language being crosswise of the correspond 
ing axes of the types in sai: other language. 
keys for operating all of said types, and 
means operable by the type-keys when 
writing said henician language to etect 
relative letter-feeding novelets let \vee 
the work-sheet in the types. 

66. A typewriting machine constructed to 
write a littler language ("loying lilitary 
letter's derived from the helicial alia 
Yet, an as to write an agglutiliative or 
ther language epit lying tilt-ul ch: "a (- 

ter's, the types in one lang age being fore 
integral with the types in the other lan 
guage. it is the types for Writing sail 'ha'- 
acters ('? prising sets of type-sections 
intell to strike at the same point. ; eans 
for enali: said type-sections, to take their 
it rints is role relative positi is the 
W (rk-sheet, to nake Fly their cominations, 
the desired 'onlete cl: racters to the 
work-sheet, the A’erticial : Nes f the types of 
saic l’helician language feing criss Wise (if 
the corresponting a X's Of the types in said 
other language. keys o' (berating all (f 
sail types, incins () eralle V the type 
keys when writing said 'henician langllage 
to effect relative letter-feeling movements 
between the work-sheet and the types, and 
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means for preventing the type-keys from 
effecting such relative movements only when 
Writing sail characters. 

(5. A typewriting nacline constructed to 
Write a nodern language employing unitary 
letter's derived from the IPhenician alpha 
!et, an also to write an agglutinative or 
(the language employing built-up charac 
ti'i's, the types in or language being formed 
integral with the types in the other language. 
: ) ( the types for writing said cha: cters 
('11) prising sets of type-sections mounted to 
strike at the same printing point, keys for 
operating all of said types, means periale 
by the ye-keys when writing said I’lleni 
(in language to effect relative lettei'-feed 
ing movements between the work-sheet and 
the types, and a separate key free of con 
nection with any type, for effecting such 
relative movements, for the purpose of en 
alling such type-sections to bild up the a 
rious celete characters on the work-sheet. 

(5. A typewriting achine comprising a 
set of whole types for one language formed 
'?' SS Wise to auct integral with a set of type 
Sctions for another language, said type 
sections mounted to strike at the same int 
ing point. means for challing said type 
sections to make their in prints in 'oper 
relative positions on the work-sheet, to 
lake, by their combinations, the desired 
t" in plete character's upon the work-sheet, 
keys common to said whole types and type 
sections, means operable by the type keys 
When operating said whole types to effect 
letter-feeding movements, means for pre 
venting the type keys from effecting letter 
feeding movements only when operating 
s:til type-sections, and a separate key free 
() connection with any type-section, for ef 
feeting letter-feeding movements, for the 
it rise of enabling such type-sections to 
i) till (1) the vari() is conlete clear: it ('s on 
tle V ( Ik-sleet. 

(39. In a typewriting machine for writing 
a foreigi language employing built-up char'- 
acters, the cinlination of a system of types 
iii ("il (lin r clifferent sets of type-sections, for 
writing clifferent complete characters, each 
set of type-sections coöperative to write a 
single ('on plete character, the sections in ail 
the sets not intel to strike at the sane print 
ig titat, whereby the imprints of the sec 
tions it each set would be made one upon 
at ther, keys to operate said types, and 
means in operalle y said keys for effecting 
step-by-step movement between the work 
sheet and the types, to enable the imprints 
to combine to make a single multiple-space 
complete character on the work-sheet. 

(). In a typewriting machine for writing 
foreign language employing built-up char'- 

... the corbination of a system of types 
1: lifferent sets of type-st's tiss, for 

y; iii tig iiite i't: t c illete chari citi's, eack. 
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set of type-sections cosperative to write a 
single couplete charact -, the sect it is is all 
the sets (lite to strike at thi' -: , print 
ill g oil it. Whe rely the in rifts (file sec 
tions in each set w (). It lie a tie e i (i. 
anther, and mechanist for effecting step 
by-ste) in ovelinent between the work-sheet 
and the types, to produce the relative lis 
lice in ent Willicl is necessary letween the 

ill its of the sections in each set, in or 
tler to enable sail in prints to cline to 
nake a single multiple-space cinulete char'- 
acter (in the work-sheet. said relative inve 
ment between the work-sheet and the types 
being so great in comparison to the sizes of 
the types as to leave a slight clear space be 
t \veel the sub-grous or syllables of the 
word. 

1. In a typewriting macline, the citi. 
nation with in eans for holtig a w 1k-slet, 
of means for writing there in at Wil! in 
either agglutinative character's helician 
alphabetical characters, said writing means 
('Oillising sets of key-operated type-see 
tions in oil inted to maize their ill rints at the 
sale ) rinting (itt. eans ineflective at 
the type tressi () is for effecting relative 
in vete it between t \ k ... I vet all tie 
types to enable saic tale set iii. till 
i) in liltiple-sace ('s tillete agitiative 
characters, and also c't in rising key-oper 
at el means for writing stic: a liabetical 
langllage upon the salie Wilk-sleet, and 
leans (olerating a to litically ' ' etect 
ing relative letter-feeling no \tents re 
tween the twpes and the York-sleet when 
Writing said a phaletical 'haracter's. 

72. In a type Writing ni: cline, the combi 
nation with aleals for hillig a work-sleet. 
of 'a is for writing thei'e () at will in 
either agrgilitiative la racter's or helician 
alphabetical chara 'teis, said writing in eans 
coil prising sets if key (erated type-sec 
tions not ited to make their infrints at the 
s: the printing point, nea is ineflective at the 
type impressions for effecting relative nove 
ment between the work-sheet and the types. 
to enable said type-sections to build 
lilultiple-space coinplete agglutinative clar 
acter's, and also comprising key-("pet": tet 
means for Writing said alphabetical lan 
guage upon the same work-sheet, leans op 
erating automatically for effecting relative 
letter-feeding movements between the types 
and the work-sheet when writing said alpha 
betical character's, and shift able means for 
bringing into use either said alphabetical 
characters or said agglutinative type-sec 
tions to write either language at will. 

73. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation with means for holding a work-sheet, 
of means for writing there on at will in 
either aggltinative 'ha'; 'ter's or l’henician 
alphabetical character's, sitti writing means 
comprising sets if key. rated type-sec 
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tions mounted to make their imprints at the 
same printing point, means ineffective at the 
type impressions for effecting relative move 
ment between the work-sheet and the types, 
to enable said type-sections to build up multiple-space complete agglutinative char'- 
acter's, and also comprising key-operated 
means for Writing said alphabetical lan 
gage upon the same work-sheet, shiftable means for bringing into use either said 
alphabetical character's or said agglutinative 
type-sections to write either language at 
will, a letter-feeding mechanism, and neans 
controlled by said shiftable means for ren clering the letter-feeding mechanism ef 
fective when said alphabetical types are em. 
ployed and ineffective when said agglu 
timative characters or sections are being em 
ploved. 4. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation with neans for, holding a work-sheet, 
of eans for writing thereon at will in 
either agglutinative characters or Phenician 
alphabetical characters, said Writing means comprising sets of key-operated type-sec 
tions mounted to make their imprints at the 
same printing point, means ineffective at 
the type impressions for effecting relative 
movement between the work-sheet and the 
types, to enable said type-sections to build up multiple-space complete agglutinative 
characters, and also comprising key-oper 
ated means for writing said alphabetical 
language upon the same work-sheet, shift 
able means for bringing into use either said 
alphabetical characters or said agglutinative 
type-sections to write either language at 
will, a letter-feeding mechanism, means con 
trolled by said shiftable means for rendering 
the letter-feeding mechanism effective when said alphabetical types are employed and 
ineffective when said agglutinative char'- 
acters or sections are being employed. and 
means effective when any of said alpha 
letical or said aggltinative types are ei 
loyed for interposing a ribbon between the 

types and the paper at the printing strokes. 
75. The collination with sheet-holding 

means, type-operating keys, lette'- feeling 
mechanisin ope'alle ther'el V. and ribbon 
vibrating means also opertile by silic keys. 
of shift:ble meals for rendering said letter 
feeling mechanism it operative at all the 
type-key strokes, and a key free of connee 
tion with all of the types for ?ecting lette - 
feed () V (litS. 76. In a ty' ('Writing machine, the combi 
nation with tie, is for holding a work-sheet, 
of means for writing thereot in either an 
agglutinative lang age or a modern alpha 
letical language, cont) rising sets of key 
operated twpe-sections not inted to make 
their imprints at the same printing point, 
means for effecting relative movement be . 
tween the Work-sheet and the types, to 

L5 

enable said types to build up multiple-space 
complete characters, and key-operated means for Writing said alphabetical language upon 
said work-sheet. 77. In a typewriting means, a set of type 
blocks having there on two systems of types, 
one of said systems being alphabetical and 
based on the Phenician alphabet, and the 
other of said systems comprising sections 
of complete characters of an agglutinative 
language, one of said sections on the same 
type-block with each of said Phenician 
alphabet types, and all of said sections 
mounted to strike at a common printing 
point. 78. In a typewriting machine, a set of 
type blocks having thereon two systems of types, one of said systems being alphabetical 
and based on the Phenician alphabet, and 
the other of said systems comprising sections 
of complete characters of an agglutinative 
language, one of said sections on the same 
type-block with each of said IPhenician 
alphabet types, and all of said sections 
mounted to strike at a common printing 
point, in combination with means for effect 
ing relative movement between the type-sec 
tions and the work-sheet. to enable said sec 
tions to combine to build up the required 
characters on the work-sheet, 

79. In a typewriting machine, a set of 
type blocks having thereon two systems of 
types, one of said systems being alphabetical 
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and based on the Phenician alphabet, and 
the other of said systems comprising sec 
tions of complete characters of an aggluti 
native language, one of said sections on the 
sane type-block with each of said Phenician 
alphabet types, and all of said sections 
mounted to strike at a common printing 
point, in combination with letter-feeding 
devices operable at will independently of 
the types for effecting relative movement 
between the type-sections and the work 
sheet, to enable said sections to combine to 
build up the required characters on the 
work-sheet. and means operable automati 
cally at the in rints of said Phenician 
alphabet tvoes, for effecting the required 
letter-feeding ovements. St). A ty'? writer for a foreign language 
coni rising means to hold a work-sheet, 
and also 'on rising means to write the 
(a rate is , in saic work-sheet, saic wirit 
ing meals i.eing so constricted that the 
Work-sheet in tist be insertel sidewise into 
the achine. said writing means and said 
work-sheet holding means being relatively 
Sr. (Intel that the characters will be 
printed upon said sheet in cumbent posi 
tions. and said machine also comprising 
letter-feeling means constructed to effect 
it lative lovenient letween the work-sheet 
and the printing means to calise the head of 
ach successive character to succeed the foot 
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of the preceding character, so that when a 
sheet is withdrawn from the machine and 
urned around to bring the characters to 
normal upright positions, the lines will read down the page. 

S1. A typewriter for a foreign language 
comprising means to hold a work-sheet, and 
also comprising means to write the char 
acter's upon said work-sheet, said writing 
njeans being so constructed that the work 
sheet in last be inserted sidewise into the 
machine, said writing means and said work 
sheet holding means being relatively so 
mounted that the characters will be printed 
upon said sheet in cumbent positions, and 
said machine also comprising letter-feeding 
means constructed to effect relative move 
ment between the work-sheet and the print 
ing means vertically of the types, to cause 
the head of each successive character to suc 
ceed the foot of the preceding character, 
st) that when a sheet is withdrawn from the 
machine and turned around to bring the 
characters to normal upright positions the 
characters will appear as letter-spaced verti 
ally, so that the lies will read down the 
page: said machine also includig means 
for effecting a relative line-spacing move 
ment between the work-holding means and 
the printil is means in a direction sidewise of the work-sheet. 

82. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation with cumbent types and a platen, of 
a carriage, and means for letter-feeding 
said carriage vertically of the types, so that 
the types print one below another in a line 
extending from left to right, with the result 
that when the sheet is removed f: \m the 
machine, the operative will read the line 
written from top to bottom with the sheet 
turned at right angles to the direction in 
which it was written on said sheet. 

83. In a typewriting machine having a 
keyboard. the combination with a platen 
and climbent types no inted for printing 
the rect in a manner to make the imprints 
appear in cumbent positions to the opera 
tive at the keyboard, a carriage, means for 
letter-feeding said carriage vertically of the 
types, to cause the cumbent devices printed 
by said types on said platen to follow one 
below the ther, and line-space devices for 
causing relative novelinent between said platen and the printing point in a tire:- 
tion laterally of the types, to cause succes 
sive lines of writing, when renoved frol) 
the machine and turned to their natural po 
sitions, to be readable beginning at the up 
per right-hand corner and reading down 
wardly, each line in succession after the or next to the right thereof. 

St. In a nachine for writing in an agglti 
t; iv e a guage, the cenbination with a 

, , ; key - operated e illent type - sec 
. . . said type-sectioi is Inounted to strike 
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in the same place, of a carriage, means in 
dependent of said type-sections for letter 
feeding said carriage in a direction longi 
tudinal of the axes of the types, whereby 
the type impressions will be letter-spaced 
one under another on the work-sheet, and a 
key for effecting a double letter-feed love 
ment (if the carriage, so as to simultaneously 
effect spacing of a type-section and sectire 
a blank space between words. 

85. In a typewriting machine, the cimbi. 
nation with a traveling carriage and an es 
capement therefor, of a shiftable device for 
making said escapement effective, a case 
shift mechanism, and means connected to 
be operated by said case-shift mechanism 
for making said shiftable device effective. 

86. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation with a movable paper holder, of an 
escapement therefor, including a rocker pro 
vided with an extension, printing means, a 
rock shaft provided with an arm engage 
able with said extension both during the 
forward and the return movements of the 
shaft to impart a double movement to the 
rocker, and a key connected to said shaft to operate the same. 

87. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation with a movable paper holder, of an 
escapement therefor, including a rocker pro 
victed with an extension, printing means, a 
pair of separate rock shafts each provided 
with an arm engageable with said extension 
to operate the rocker, one of said arms be 
ing adapted to shift said exteiision both 
during the forward and the return move 
ments of the corresponding rock shaft to 
in part a double novellent to the rocker, 
and a key individual to each rock shaft to operate the same. 

88. In a typewriting machine, the colhi 
sation with a noyable paper holder', of an escapement there for, escape inent-oilerating 
eans, a shiftable member between said es 

caenient and said operating inneans to con 
trol the effectiveness of the latter to oper 
ate the former, means tending to normally 
hol said shiftable member in effective no 
sition with relation to said operating means, 
a rocking element for moving said member 
into ineffective position, and lineans for actil ating said rocking element. 

89. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation with a movable paper holder, of an escapement therefor, escapement-operating 
means, a shiftal, le member between sail escapement and said operating means to 
control the effectiveness of the latter to Op 
erate the former, means tending to nor 
nually held said shift:able member in effec 
tive position with relation to said operating 
neas, a locking element in a vills an a 'm el 

g: greaite witi said shiftitle member to de press the same to ineffective position. and heals for actuating said Ocking eleplient, 
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30. Iti a typewriting machine, the combi 
liation with a travelitug carriage, an escape 

c't it the for, and a case-shift mechanisial, 
of escapennett-cerating means, a shiftable 
racii Uer between said 'scapement and said 
cerating mia is to ::1:rol the electiveness 
of this latter to operate the former, means 
tending tr. 11ortially hold said shiftable 
neiller in effective position with relation 
(a suid operating means, means connected 
to the case-shift nechanism and to said 
holdier i.ears to move said shiftable mem 
ber inte ineffective position when said case 
shift inct.hanism is in one position, and key 
act::ited means to move said shiftable mem 
ber into ineffective position when the case 
shift ificianism is in its other position. 

7 

9. A typewriting machine having a 
group of keys, two groups of types, both of 
which groups of types are operable by said 
keys, letter-feeding mechanism silenced 
when any one of said keys is operated to 
print a type in one group but effective when 
the same key is operated to print a type in 
the other group, additional groups of types, 
and additional keys each common to a type 
in each of said additional groups, said let 
ter-feeding mechanisin being silenced when 
said additional keys are operated to urint 
types in either of said additional groups. 

J RANK ALLARD. 
Witnesses: 

TITUs H. Rons, 
F. E. ALEXANDER. 
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